Halifax Borough Market – with perceptions and reflections from the 1950’s and 60’s.
Set within an outstanding and beautiful Victorian stone structure, sky-glassed and crowned by an
impressive 60 foot octagonal dome this Grade II* listed building is valued and admired by all.
Lavinia, Lily, Coops and Anthony all shopped here. Regularly but not systematically. For many years
but not for a lifetime. For many things but not for everything. And yet Halifax Borough Market could
provide almost everything they needed – or at the very least all of life’s basics; the necessities for a
comfortable living in the years between cot and box.
Providing for life. That is what the market did and it did it well. It’s what you see – buy for cash trading
model suited everyone. Stall holders and assistants were boisterous, happy and eager to sell.
Customers less boisterous, but just as happy and eager to buy. No wonder Lavinia, Lily, Coops and
Anthony all shopped here.
Opened at a grand ceremony by the
Duke and Duchess of York in 1896 this
truly impressive market hall was not
only a defining market of its age but
also a defining market of any age; 112
years later in 2008 this ‘huge,
bustling and friendly market’ became
UK market of the year. But if
judgement was based on architecture
alone this market could well be the
default choice every year.

Just like their friends and neighbours they took pride in their town market. They admired its grandeur
and felt extremely comfortable within its surroundings. The second Halifax market, the extensive
indoor Lower Market situated directly opposite the Borough Market on Market Street, never ignited
such a response. However, much as they loved and admired the Borough Market it was always the
retail offering and the quality of customer experience that mattered most to Lavinia, Lily, Coops and
Anthony. For them, by entering through one of the double sets of huge, thick, heavy timbered doors,
by treading upon foot-worn slabs of local flagstone and by skirting round ornamental cast iron pillars
that stretched upwards to the complex of iron girders and glass above their head the Borough Market
experience began.
Set around the internal perimeter, forty or so shops. Either over-the-counter service, or door-less,
window-less, walk-in shops. Butchers much in evidence – a legacy of earlier days when perimeter
shops were there solely for the sale of meat. Fresh red meat banded by a wedge of chunky, creamy
fat, black pudding and long chains of mottled pork and beef sausage all arranged for inspection. Short
queues lined up within the butchers; waiting to be served. By way of contrast, people milled-round at
the flower sellers and the vinyl record and sheet music shop.

But what really caught the eye were the
overflowing cafes – particularly the
lengthy open-view perimeter café at the
top end near the exit to Old Cock Yard.
Seemingly this café was always full. In
the days of hats, caps and headscarves
patrons hunched and huddled over small
tables. Eating and drinking. Chatting or
chuntering. Reading or gazing. And
some, enjoying their easy fix of nicotine.
Enslaving social media devices had no
place here. A hot semi-golden crusted meat pie, a ladle or two of mushy peas and a lashing of hot
cocoa brown gravy was a popular order of the day. No layered lasagne, crozzled burger or vegetarian
option on this menu. Tea the brew of choice. No coke, fresh orange or skinny-latte alternative. And
strangely, although hungry dinners and those gagging for a cup a’ tea could readily be seen going in when were they ever seen going out? No McDonald culture of fast sit – fast text – fast eat – fast exit in
this market café. No indeed.
Outside the café the shoppers thronged, seeking out their favoured stalls and hoping to deal with
their favourite assistant. They moved deftly to negotiate the grid pattern of squared-off units that
occupied most of the internal market space. At each unit, service was provided on all four sides of the
square and even the corners on very busy days. Some of the stalls were quartered-off with four
different traders, but most were either halved or operated as single whole units.

View along East Avenue towards the
exquisite, suspended central clock; so
positioned as to be seen from all
corners of the market. In full view of
the clock many traders have come
and gone. Others have passed on
their business from generation to
generation. A. Worsman is a prime
example. In the 50’s and 60’s it was
the same name, in the same place
and looking exactly like it does today.

Built on a slope each market stall, by necessity was levelled; counters kept horizontal and so too the
floor space within. At the top end of the square it was eyeball to eyeball trading. At the bottom end of
the square it was otherwise. Stall holders and assistants looked outward and downward. Customers
looked inward and upward. Here female staff on the fruit and veg danced lightly across elevated
floorboards, cut into planks at a far off timber mill. Here customers stood waiting, rooted to large

slabs of flagstone quarried out of a hillside delph some 2 miles east in Southowram. Stall holders
briskly ker-chinged open their ornate Gledhill of Halifax cash till. Customers snapped tight their brown
cowhide purse or trousered their copper and silver change in ever weightier pockets.
But not every stall was square in shape. The few centrally placed beneath the glass dome canopy were
sections of a large octagonal shopping area. These units had pride of place. Not only were they in the
centre - between North Avenue and South Avenue and the East and West Avenues - but they were
also ‘under t’ clock’. Now just how special was that? Being ‘under t’ clock’ was in fact very special
indeed.
This exquisite suspended ornamental clock, bedecked in
shiny gold leaf, was of such proportions that it could be
seen clearly from even the furthest of distances inside
the market. This was always a timepiece to savour. It
meant many things to many people not least of all its
meeting place function. At this place, ‘under t’ clock’,
relatives would re-unite. Friend would find friend. Eager
lovers would leave together; protective arm around
waist or tightly clasping hands. Rain and blasts of icy
cold air had no place here at this best known and best
loved point of rendezvous. Lavinia, Lily, Coops and
Anthony knew this all too well. But that was not all, for
within the octagon, by sheer chance or some divine act
of providence there was at one time an extensive stall
of sweets and chocolates. Waiting patiently for a
latecomer therefore had its own rewards. A bag of
Uncle Joe’s Mintballs, a quarter of sugar dusted bonbons or a selection of Mackintosh’s Quality Street misshapes helped greatly to pass the time. And of course,
before departing, the lovers now united could select a
special treat to share and thereby keep their own love
as sweet as the popular sherbet dab.
Elsewhere and attending to their own particular
business were the purveyors of all things dairy, all things oven-baked and all things caught at sea. So
too were Nettletons and Worsmans the greengrocers, and Max Crossley the fruitier; each of them
with a name for quality. Meanwhile stalls supplying clothes to wear competed successfully with the
high street shops of Hepworth, Burtons and Modelle, The House of Fashion. Certainly Coops was
extremely pleased with a number of cheaply priced trendy flowing skirts she bought from Pakistani
traders in the late 60’s.
And that is the real deal here. Lavinia, Lily, Coops and Anthony and anyone and everyone who has
regularly shopped at the Halifax Borough Market will have a tale to tell and memories to share about

the bargains they picked up, the people they bumped into whom they hadn’t seen for years and the
wonderfully helpful assistant who did so much to please. All this plus the joyful experience of being
part of the cacophony of sound and the rainbow of colours associated with Saturday morning
shopping. All this within this exquisite traditional Victorian market hall that supplies everything
needed from cradle to grave.
Perhaps not supplying the earth bound casket after all – but someone would know someone who
could. And all at a very reasonable price too.
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